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KaranJoharbecomesfatheroftwinsthroughsurrogacy

In his biography titled “The Unsuitable Boy” Bollywood filmmaker Karan Johar revealed his intention

of being a parent. The film maker announced that he had become father to twins – a boy and a girl –

through surrogacy. The actor took to twitter to introduce Roohi and Yash and called them “the two

most wonderful additions to my life”. The boy is named after Karan’s father Yash, and the girl’s name

is a rearrangement of his mother’s name Hiroo.

Karan tweeted that his mother will be an integral part of the children’s upbringing along with

“friends who are family”. Johar joins a minuscule list celebrity single parents like Sushmita Sen and

Tusshar Kapoor

Wishes poured in from celebrities and fans who congratulated him on his newfound parenthood.
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